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INTRODUCTION 

The purposes of this undertaking are twofold. The first is 

to focus upon the life and works of Giovanni Gabrieli, Venetian com-

poser and organist of the late 16th and early 17th centuries. The 

second is the consideration of selected choral music from Giovanni 

Gabrieli with regard to its performance by secondary school choirs. 

The motivation for this effort stems largely from the recognition of 

increasing interest in the performance of Venetian polychoral music, 

recognition of the fact that much of this music is within the vocal 

skill level of high school students and the recognition that this 

music offers exciting performance possibilities because of its tech-

niques of rhythmic, tonal, voice distribution, and spatial contrasts. 

It is hoped that this paper will provide those interested in 

performing Gabrieli's music an insight into the biography of the com-

poser and his general musical characteristics, particularly into the 

works selected for detailed consideration, and that it will also serve 

as a resource for performance material through the listing of all 

octavo editions published at the time of writing. 

In order to accomplish these purposes the following format 

will be utilized. A brief historical view will be presented of the 

Venetian city-state, its life style both politically and religiously, 

its Church of St. Mark and the influence all of these elements had on 

the music of Giovanni Gabrieli. Next will be included those factual 



biographical details of significance to a consideration of Gabrieli's 

music, followed by general comments on techniques used in Gabrieli's 

choral music with examples cited that reflect these techniques. 

Finally a brief discussion of the vocal parameters of high school 

choirs will precede the listing of all currently published octavo 

editions of Gabrieli's choral music. Certain of these works will be 

discussed in detail with regard to their performance by high school 

choirs; an English translation of their texts will be given; and com-

ments will be made on the differences found in the various editions 

of the same work and in Denis Arnold's transcriptions in the Opera 

Omnia. 



CHAPTER I 

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY 

The city of Venice is built on the islands that lie among the 

lagoons formed by the meeting of the Adriatic Sea and the river Brenta 

on Italy's northeastern coast. It was founded sometime between the 

fourth and fifth centuries and developed as a free city-state situated 

at the crossroads of the merchant traffic between the Far East and 

Europe. From this traffic Venice derived its primary wealth. Also 

because of its geographical location it enjoyed physical security and 

the uniqueness of a canal system for streets, and it presented the 

sight of a magnificent city rising from the midst of the waves. In 

the southern part of Venice, east of the grand canal, stands the 

Church of St. Mark. Founded circa 828, the Church of St. Mark was 

originally a wooden structure, consecrated to St. Mark the Evangelist, 

patron saint of Venice, and dedicated to the doge, the head of the 

Venetian state, as his ducal chapel. The consecration of the Church 

of St. Mark was a result of two Venetian merchants moving the holy 

remains of this saint from a church in Alexandria that was about to 

be destroyed by pagans, to Venice. It was, in fact, for this purpose 

that the church was built originally. Because it was dedicated as 

the ducal chapel of the doge, it was exempt frora episcopal jurisdic-

tion. The doge exercised final approval in the appointment of all 

John A. Flower, "Giovanni Gabrieli's Sacrae Ŝ inphoniae 
(1597)" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 
1955), p. 8. 
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priests within St. Mark's, and to avoid any interference by episcopal 

authority the doge appointed these priests as his chaplains. Needless 

to say, the clerical hierarchy resisted this arrangement and on several 

occasions tried to establish ecclesiastical control by manipulation and 

threats. The conduct of the entire population of Venice from the head 

of state to the clergy to the commoner during these times reveals a 

significant spirit of unshakable determination to remain loyally Cath-

olic and yet maintain Venetian identity. So peculiar was this view 

of ecclesiastical and constitutional law and so revealing of the Vene-

tian disposition to independence from Rome, that a detailed example of 

this spirit is both justified and necessary. 

In the year 1603, because of an overabundance of churches in 

Venice and because of increasing tax-free donations to religious insti-

tutions, the Venetian Senate issued a decree whereby state permission 

was required to erect new monasteries or churches, and gifts or sale of 

2 
property to religious institutions were forbidden. The pope labeled 

these decrees willful interference with ecclesiastical affairs, a 

hindrance to pious works, and an outrage that corrupted souls by imped-

ing the absolution of the sins of penitents. The Senate vainly tried 

to persuade the pope of the logical reasons for its action, but the 

situation was further complicated when two priests were arrested in 

Venice, one for gross debauchery and the other for a crirae "deserving 

death." The papacy saw this as encroachment upon its spiritual juris-

diction and issued a papal brief declaring the Senate's decrees null 

2 
The following series of incidents are condensed anJ paraphrased 

frora Egon Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli (Philadelphia: 
American Institute of Musicology, 1967), pp. 17-20. 
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and void, demanding their revocation and ordering the extradition of 

the priests. The Senate respectfully replied in resolute terms that 

this action would not be taken. A subsequent papal bull was issued 

7 April, 1605, in which a twenty-four day time limit was set for 

compliance with the previous orders "under penalty of excomraunica-

tion, to be rescinded in case of agony, but restored in case of 

recovery, and denying the right of Christian burial even to those 

whose excomraunication was rescinded." 

The Senate responded by recalling its ambassador to Rome, by 

notifying the Venetian churches to no longer publish decrees from 

Rome but deliver them unopened to the Senate, and by notifying the 

public that Rome had issued a decree against the state and that all 

good citizens would surrender any copies of the bull to authorities. 

The response of Venetians was unanimous. Several thousand copies 

were forwarded, sorae with offers of cash advances and some even by 

monasteries and priests, in case the state might need the.ra. The 

Senate declared the papal bull void and contrary to the sovereign 

rights of Venice. The clergy was called upon to continue perforraing 

its duties, and the populace was called upon to remain loyal to the 

Holy See "with the expectation that the man who occupied the See 

would corae around to a fatherly disposition." When the grand vicar 

of Padua expressed a wish to reserve his decision as to corapliance 

with the Senate and raake his decision dependent upon the advice of 

the Holy Ghost, the Senate replied that "the Holy Ghost had already 



advised them to hang all those who disobeyed." The grand vicar com-

plied. For a period of more than a year the Senate made no raove to 

rescind the decrees, and the pope was raoved to accept raediation by 

Henry IV of France to avoid further underraining of papal authority. 

Henry IV proposed that the Senate should ask the pope to lift 

the bulls whereupon the papal absolution and Senate revocation should 

be issued siraultaneously, followed by extradition of the priests to 

France. The Senate agreed as long as the papal censure were lifted by 

oral proclamation in Venice perforraed by a delegate of the pope and 

without the Senate's request. Unable to gain further advantage, the 

pope agreed, and the reconciliation took place. The prisoners were 

delivered to French authorities along with a declaration that this 

was done only out of regard for Henry IV. The pope's delegate pro-

nounced to the assembled Senate the lifting of the censure, "a glad-

some event for all Italy." The Senate handed the delegate its abro-

gation of the decrees in question in the forra of a proclaraation to 

the clergy. It stated that "since the Holy Father had let hiraself 

be convinced of the respect in which he had always been held, and 

since, yielding to the reasons subraitted to him, he had decided to 

eliminate the grounds for discord, now the wish of the Doge and 

Senate to reraain obedient sons of the Church could be fulfilled." 

The papal delegate left the Senate to say Mass, but was unaccora-

panied because the Senate preferred to avoid the appearance of 

accepting Rome's forgiveness. Whether the papal delegate actually 



"made the sign of the cross under his priestly garraents and murmured 

the formula for absolution" upon leaving the asserably hall will 

reraain a conjecture. 

This exaraple is but one of raany that reflect the contrasting 

eleraents of "ardent enthusiasm and strict seriousness, an inclina-

tion to secrecy and sagacious adroitness in the most diverse circura-

stances . . .severe religious piety and liberality of thought" that 

3 
characterized the Venetian spirit. This spirit reraained unchanged 

despite railitary defeats frora the Turks in later years that resulted 

in considerable territorial losses, despite a plague that claimed 

40,000 lives in Venice, and despite recurring political intrigue and 

double-dealing with various European powers. This spirit of inde-

pendence and pride in Venetian identity served as significant 

influence on Venetian musicians to pursue their traditions regardless 

of both Rome's tradition of polyphony and of Mantua and Florence's 

experiments in monody. 

The expansion of the original wooden structure of St. Mark's 

was carried out by several doges over a period of many years. In all 

cases the doges eraployed available work forces which were coraprised 

of Lombards from the Po Valley and Byzantines. The resulting archi-

tectural style is now termed the Veneto-Byzantine style. The furnish-

ing of St. Mark's was greatly aided through the years by a state law 

requiring every Venetian raerchant trading with the East to bring back 

3 
Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieii, p. 14. 
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frora each trip abroad sorae object or m.aterial for adornment of the 

ducal chapel. Also during periods of successful military campaigns, 

items of great worth were captured and dedicated to the church. V.Tien 

the Western Allies conquered Constantinople in 1204, the Venetians 

figured significantly in the victory and claimed as their prize four 

large copper horses and a vast quantity of precious marble, all of 

which was dedicated to their patron saint and his church. Despite 

fires in which art treasures such as paintings by Bellini and Titian 

were destroyed and despite minor structural alterations and the 

destruction of state records by Napoleon during his occupation, the 

Church of St. Mark is essentially the same today as it was in the 

lifetime of Giovanni Gabrieli. 

St. Mark's is built on a cruciforra plan and holds aloft five 

cupolas, one large cupola surrounded by four smaller ones. Entrance 

from the front is through five large portals into the entrance hall 

which surrounds the basilica on three sides. Inside the hall, the 

walls are white marble with striking black veins. In the vaults of 

the entrance hall are brilliantly colored mosaics which depict 

against golden backgrounds, the Creation, the Fall of Man, the story 

of the Patriarchs, and the Flight from Egypt. Sirailar raosaics in the 

cupolas and arches depict scenes from the New Testament. The balda-

chin of the main altar is supported by four alabaster colurans upon 

which are depicted reliefs of the various deeds of Christ. The main 

altar is located beneath the cupola that is directly opposite the 

main entrance. Behind the altar are two choir lofts, one on either 



side of the altar and elevated from the level of the altar. A gallery 

starts at each choir loft and runs along the inner walls of the entire 

church. The floor of the church is a continuous raosaic of brilliantly 

colored stones worked into the raarble flooring and depicts many Chris-

4 
tian and Venetian symbols. 

Much has been written concerning the inevitable invention of 

cori spezzati (separated choirs) technique in a church with such 

divided choirlofts. However, Dennis Arnold has commented: 

Nobody knows where cori spezzati—choirs divided by space— 
were invented. The principal of splitting up performing 
forces into spatially separated groups is certainly of great 
antiquity, but its significance for the historian undoubtedly 
begins in the last few years of the fifteenth century. 

Arnold goes on to cite the practice by various clerical orders of 

northern Italy of performing Vesper Psalras in two choirs and the use 

of double choirs in ceremonies such as the weddings of nobility. By 

the mid-sixteenth century, Adriano Willaert, then choirmaster at St. 

Mark's, had published several settings of psalra texts for double 

choir; and Lassus had written eight-voice double choir motets at the 

court of the Duke of Bavaria. Arnold cites the influence of both 

Willaert and Lassus on Andrea Gabrieli and his use of cori spezzati. 

Thus the tradition was established prior to Giovanni Gabrieli's 

employraent at St. Mark's. Besides architectural features that were 

advantageous to the practice of cori spezzati, the financial resources 

4 
For a detailed account of the architecture of St. Mark's 

accompanied by several illustrations, see Alexander Robertson, The 
Bible of St. Mark: A History of St. Mark's Church, Venice (London: 
Ruskin House, 1898). 

Denis Arnold, "The Significance of 'Cori Spezzati,'" Music 
and Lettcrs, XL (January, 1959), 4. 
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of St. Mark's also permitted the increased nuraber of rausicians 

required for this practice. By the tirae of the Gabrielis, the 

annual expenditures for services at St. Mark's was 12,000 Venetian 

ducats. The choir raaster received the very substantial annual sal-

ary of 400 ducats plus fringe benefits such as lodging and gifts, 

the two organists received 200 ducats annual salary apiece, and the 

singers regularly employed numbered forty. It was while serving as 

raaestro di cappella at St. Mark's that Monteverdi was termed the 

highest paid musician in all Europe. 

Documented biographical details concerning Giovanni Gabrieli 

are scarce. One reason given for this dearth of information is that 

Giovanni Gabrieli was only one of several highly respected contempor-

ary musicians, which causes the attention given him in historical 

records to be less than that given his predecessors who had usually 

been the single outstanding rausician of their immediate periods and 

locations. The result of this sparseness of docuraented biographical 

data is a curious corabination of facts and speculations which leave 

the overall picture anything but sharply defined. Both the origin 

of the Gabrieli faraily name and the details about Giovanni's imrae-

diate family, including his relationship to Andrea Gabrieli, are 

speculative. Winterfield's raonograph, which stands as the first 

Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli, p. 34. 

Others include Claudio Merulo, Andrea Gabrieli, Giovanni 
Croce, and Gloseffo Zarlino, to raention only those at St. Mark's. 
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detailed investigation of Giovanni's biography, suggests that the 

narae Gabrieli was originally Cavobelli, one of the oldest patrician 
Q 

families of Venice. Kenton disagrees, clairaing no evidence that 

links the name Cavobelli with Gabrieli, and cites F. Caffi, in 

Storia della musica sacra nella gia cappela ducale di San Marco in 

Venezia, del 1318 al 1797 (Venice, 1854) which identifies the name 

Gabrieli as existent on all levels of the Venetian social strata. 

Similarly entangled in conflicting data are the dates of 

Giovanni's birth and death. Giovanni is buried in the church of the 

Augustine Friars of St. Stephen in Venice, and the present grave 

raarker there gives 1557 and 12 August 1613 as his dates of birth and 

death respectively. However, Flower cites a conflicting detail in 
9 

the coraraents of Fetis, found in Biographie Universelle des Musiciens 

which records the date of appointraent of Giovanni's successor to the 

post of organist at St. Mark's as being 12 August 1612. Kenton relates 

how in his extensive research he has turned up several documented dates, 

each different, for Giovanni's death and age at death but can find no 

record of date of birth. The Office of Public Health in Venice records 

the date of death as 12 August 1612 at the age of 58. The records of 

the Church of St. Stephen give the same date of death but at the age 

of 56. And two grave markers previous to the present one at St. 

Stephen's cite the age at death as 56, but one gives the year of his 

o 

Carl von Winterfield, Johannes Gabrieli und sein Zeitalter 
(Berlin, 1834), p. 34, as quoted in Flowers' dissertation, p. 13. 

9 
Francois-Joseph Fetis, Biographie Universelle des Musiciens 

(Paris, 1878), Vol. III, p. 364. 
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death as 1612 and the other 1613. Following his discussion of each 

source and its supporting sources, Kenton concludes 1612 as the most 

probable date of death. "As to the year of his birth, if Giovanni 

was 56, and born between January and March 1, then, according to the 

Julian Calendar it would have occurred in the year 1557. . . although 

without documentation." 

Significant to a study of Giovanni's rausic is the clearly 

established fact that after studying organ and counterpoint with 

Andrea Gabrieli, Giovanni spent an unspecified tirae during his youth 

at the Munich court of Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria where he was 

employed along with Andrea Gabrieli as organist. The significance 

of this employment is that it was here that Giovanni raet and was 

undoubtedly influenced by di Lasso who was also eraployed at the 

court. It was here also that Giovanni made a lasting friendship 

with the Fugger family of the Augsburg court to whom his 1597 Sacrae 

Symphoniae would later be dedicated. The favorable impact Giovanni's 

performances and compositions had is reflected in the fact that Cosrao 

Bottegari included one of Giovanni's madrigals in his 1575 collection 

in which the contributing composers were identified as flourishing 

virtuosos of the Duke of Bavaria. 

The next significant point in the chronology of Giovanni is 

his employment as organist at St. Mark's after retuming to Venice. 

There is again a conflict of details which centers upon the year in 

which Giovanni was employed and to which organ position, first or 

second, he was assigned. Flower gives the following account based 

Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli, p. 52. 
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upon his research and the writings of Alfred Einstein. Gioseffo 

Zarlino was choirraaster at St. Mark's in 1583, Claudio Merulo v;as 

the first organist and Andrea Gabrieli was the second organist. In 

1584 Merulo left St. Mark's for a position in Parraa at which time 

Andrea raoved to the position of first organist and Giovanni to second 

organist. Here Flower and Einstein are in conflict with Winterfield 

and Fetis who claim Giovanni assumed the position of first organist 

upon Merulo's departure, and Andrea continued as second organist. 

Kenton seeks to explain both sides of the conflict by citing the 

Libro Actorum, the official record of the administrative council of 

St. Mark's, which contains an uninterrupted chronology of the posi-

12 
tions of first and second organists from the year 1495 until 1797. 

Based on these documents Kenton contends that Giovanni substituted 

on occasion at the first organ for Merulo until Merulo's departure 

on 1 January, 1585, at which time Andrea assumed the first position 

and Giovanni the second. Giovanni retained this second position 

throughout his life in conjunction with the position of organist for 

13 
the Scuola Grande di San Rocco. Also during this time Giovanni 

composed vocal and instruraental rausic for liturgical and political 

occasions. A review of the occasions for which his music was written 

Alfred Einstein, The Italian Madrigal, tr. by Alexander H. 
Krappe, Roger H. Sessions, and Oliver Strunk (Princeton, N.J.: Prince-
ton University Press, 1949), Vol. II, pp. 520-528. 

12 
The specific Libro Actorura cited was No. 16, c.l8 a. tergo 

from Procuratia de supra per la Chiesa di San Marco, Busta 91, pro-
cesso 205, fol. 3v. 

13 
Denis Amold, "Toward a Bibliography of Giovanni Gabrieli," 

Musica Disciplina, XV (1961), 199. 
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and first perforraed, and of the texts used, together with the lack of 

settings of the more comraon liturgical texts, would seera to suggest 

that he served the function of coraposer for festive occasions only 

while sorae other coraposer did the bulk of the writing for the routine 

affairs of the church. According to Kenton the total known output of 

Gabrieli includes 85 motets, 13 settings of sections from the mass or 

magnificat, 31 madrigals, and 101 instrumental works. These works 

were for the most part first published in the 1587 edition entitled 

Concerti di Andrea et di Gio: Gabrieli, the 1597 edition entitled 

Sacrae Symphoniae, Joannis Gabrieli, or in the 1615 edition entitled 

Sacrae Symphoniae Joannis Gabrieli. Kenton lists a total of 82 publi-

cations from the years 1575 until 1630 that included one or more works 

attributed to Gabrieli, 22 of which were reprints in toto of earlier 

publications. 

Also significant during his tenure at St. Mark's was Giovanni's 

role as teacher. The adrairation in which he was held by the courts at 

Munich and Augsburg caused these patrons to send students to study 

with Giovanni. These students were followed by others frora the courts 

of Graz in Austria, Christian IV of Denmark, and Prince Elector Johann 

Georg of Saxony. Had it not been for these students, the resulting 

diffusion of the Venetian polychoral style throughout much of northern 

Germany and Denmark to the Netherlands and Sweden might not have 

occurred. One factor that would have prevented the spread of the 

Venetian polychoral style was that during Gabrieli's height of crea-

tivity Venice was under papal ban which tended to cast a pall over 
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anything of Venetian origin. Also, the experiments in monody and 

subsequent experiments in opera at other Italian music centers 

served to overshadow the Venetian polychoral style causing it to 

be gradually forgotten except in the centers of 17th century German 

religious music. However, because of Giovanni's foreign students 

and their spread of the Venetian style, Kenton states that Gabrieli 

was "the man responsible for the new direction German music took 

from the 17th century on. . . .[He] actively influenced the musical 

style of almost all German composers of the generation following 

his own, and indirectly caused the partly Italian orientation of 

14 
all German music until 1800." Comments about Giovanni by his 

contemporaries can be found in Michael Praetorius' Syntagma Musicura 

(1619) in which he speaks repeatedly of Giovanni as a raost excellent 

and most famous model in composition. Giovanni Maria Artusi comments 

in L'Artusi, ovvero, Delle imperfezione della moderna musica (Venice, 

1600) that Giovanni Gabrieli is to be classified as one of the out-

standing masters of composition along with Willaert, Rore, Porta, 

Palestrina, and Monteverdi. Giovanni's pupil Heinrich Schiitz states 

in his preface to the first part of his Symphoniae Sacrae: 

The great Gabrieli—Gabrieli, imraortal gods, how great a 
man! If loquacious antiquity had seen him, let me say it 
in a word, it would have set hira above Amphions, or if the 
Muses loved wedlock, Melpomene would have rejoiced in no 
other spouse, so great was he in the art of awakening the 
modes. This fame reports, and indeed unvarying fame. I 
myself ara a raost trustworthy witness, having derived the -
highest benefit frora full four years association with him. 

14 
Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli, p. 85. 

15 
As translated by Oliver Strunk in Source Readings in 

Music History (New York: W. W. Norton, 1950), p. 433. 



CHAPTER II 

MUSICAL STYLE AND CHORAL TECHNIQUES 

Gabrieli stands as a transitional figure between the Renais-

sance and Baroque periods in music chronologically , from the stand-

point of his continuation of the polychoral style of Willaert, di 

Lasso, and Andrea Gabrieli, and as will be demonstrated by the pres-

ent chapter, from the standpoint of his transformation of the poly-

choral style from a Renaissance technique to a Baroque one. 

Gabrieli's historical function as a transitional figure is 

specifically reflected in the forms used in his music. On the one 

hand sorae of his works exhibit the Renaissance technique of a con-

tinuous rausical texture constantly varying upon itself. On the 

other hand he displays the Baroque concertato technique of pitting 

musical forces against each other. As a general rule his few-

voiced raotets are essentially polyphonic with varying degrees of 

iraitation, whereas his many-voiced motets are essentially homophonic 

with short alternations between choirs. The forms used by Gabrieli 

can be roughly divided into two basic types, asymraetrical (or through-

composed) and syraraetrical. The asyraraetrical or through coraposed form 

is based on the pattern of succeeding verses or phrases of text form-

ing a section, and section following section with no repetition, 

Often these sections are alternated between choirs with a unified, 

or tutti, statement at the final section. A variation of the through 

16 
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composed motet is one employing through composition with the final 

phrase repeated such as occurs in the motet "Virtute raagna." 

The syraraetrical type of forra can be based on any one of three 

patterns, syraraetry by placeraent, by repetition within sections, or by 

ritornello repetitions. The pattem of syraraetry by placement usu-

ally does not include repetition of musical or textual material but 

achieves symmetry by means of the placement or regulated entrances 

and cadences of the statements by each of the choirs. This pattern 

can be raore clearly described in the following diagrara of statements 

by three choirs wherein symmetry is achieved in the placement of 

entrances and cadences in each choir relative to those in the other 

choirs. 

Section I Section II 

Choir 2 — 

Choir 3 

The pattern of repetition within sections is coraprised of 

the short antiphonal repetitions of phrases vithin a section, often 

including a tutti setting throughout the final section with a repeated 

final phrase which reverses rausical material between choirs. Thus the 

rausical raaterial is not altered upon final repetition but the overall 

choral color changes due to the switching of voice lines between choirs. 

From the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 
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Section I Final Secti lon 

Choir I Choir II 
Phrase A: Choir I Choir I Choir II Choir I 

Phrase B: Choir II Choir I 
Choir II 

An exaraple of internal repetition is to be found in the 
2 

motet, "0 Domine Jesu Christe." In this motet the second section 

(measures 31-51 in the Hoffman edition) repeats the phrase, "ut 

vulnera tue sint reraediura aniraae meae," three times. 

The ritornello pattern is based on recurrent words or 

phrases set to the same music for each occurrence. An example of 

ritornello repetition is found in the raotet "Hodie Christus natus 

,3 \ ~ ~ 
est, ' in which an alleluia phrase in triple time is alternated with 

the phrase-by-phrase setting of the text. Another architectural tech-

nique eraployed by Gabrieli is the coda, which usually consists of a 

concluding section clearly defined by a preceding cadence, a text 

change, or a raetric change. An exaraple of this technique occurs in 

. - 4 

the motet "Benedixisti Doraine." The two sections of this motet are 

relatively equal in length and are followed by a coda of approxiraately 

one-tenth the length of the whole raotet. The text of the coda is a 
repetition of the final phrase utilizing rausic derived frora the pre-

ceding section. An altered repetition of the final section or phrase 

2 
Frora the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

3 
From the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

4 
From the 1615 Sacrae Symphoniae. 



J 
often serves as a coda and generally employs a metric change or 

y 
reworked material which is more highly imitative than before. In 

his later works Gabrieli often achieved formal unity by decreasing^ 
) 

the length of the later sections of the work and by increasing the 

frequency of alternation between choirs. It is also in his later 

works that he used combinations of the above-described structural 

patterns which resulted in extended forras as well as a tightening 

effect that increased the climax in the final section. Illustrat-

ing this continuing experimentation with forra is the raotet "Deus in 

noraine tuo" in which raetric contrasts are employed as the struc-

tural basis. Four short phrases of one to six breves in length 

alternate duple and triple meters followed by a twenty-one breve 

extended phrase that completes the first section of the motet. 

The second section consists of three short phrases in alternating 

meter and is closed by a twenty-two breve extended phrase. A dia-

grara of this forra is as follows: 

Section Phrase Length in breves Meter 

a 1 4 C 
2 6 3 
3 2 c 
4 3 3 
5 21 C 

b 6 4 3 
7 1 C 
8 2 3 
9 27 C 

Frora the 1615 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 



9 
8 
8 
7 

34 
8 

43 

8 
8 

0 
3 
C 
3 

C 
3 
C 

3 
C 

Ritornello 

Ritornello 

Ritornello 

Ritornello 

20 

The raotet "0 Jesu Christe, o archiepiscope ecclesiae" also shows an 

extended form based on alternating metric pattems with the inclusion 

of a ritornello. 

Section Phrase Length in breves Meter 

a 1 
2 
3 
4 

b 5 
6 
7 

a 8 
9 

Here the phrases in triple meter are identical and function as a 

ritornello. The overall form can be construed as tripartite from 

the standpoint that the first and last sections function to contrast 

rapid alternation of unrelated phrases in duple meter with a ritor-

nello in triple meter, while the middle section functions to contrast 

unrelated extended phrases in duple raeter with the sarae ritornello in 

triple raeter. With the inclusion of instruraental sinfonia and con-

trasts between solo and tutti sections, Gabrieli produces the fore-

runner of the Baroque cantata. In the raotet "Surrexit Christus" n I) 

Gabrieli specifies three voice parts and an instruraentation of two 

cometti, two violini, and four trorabones, the parts for which are 

fi 

Frora the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

Frora the 1615 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 
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written out throughout the piece. Accepting Kenton's judgment that 

those vocal sections employing sparse accorapaniraent and narrative 

text are for soloists, the following forra results: 

Length in Meter function or per-
Section Phrase Measures Meter formance source 

a 

b 

c 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 

6 
8 
9 
4 

3 
1 
5 
3 
1 
5 
3 
4 
1 

15 
3 
1 

1/2 
1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

C 
3 
C 
3 

3 
C 
C 
3 
C 
C 
C 
3 
C 

c 
3 
C 

Sinfonia 
tutti 
Sinfonia 
Alto solo 

Alleluia 

Tenor solo 
Alleluia 

Bass solo 
tutti 
Alleluia 

tutti 
Alleluia 

coda 13 2 1/2 tutti 

We have in an embryonic forra both the style and general forra 
of a Bach cantata, and it can be safely said that Bach got 
it frora this source through an unbroken chain of disciple-
composers who added their own refinements and variants. 

That Gabrieli's role was transitional between Renaissance polyphony 

and Baroque counterpoint can also be seen in the raotifs he used in 

his music. His early works raade use of long-note motifs which 

caused the rhythmic and harmonic changes to occur slowly and cre-

ated a rausical raotion very similar to the horizontal polyphony of 

8 
Kenton, Life and Works of Giovanni Gabrieli, p. 340. 
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Palestrina. The motifs used in his later works suggest that Gabrieli 

became increasingly interested in making the rausic express the text 

more intensely. Several changes in the motifs employed reflect this 

shift of interest. One change was from long-note raotif to short-note 

raotif which increased the rhythraic interest and caused the harmonic 

changes to occur raore quickly. Another change was frora melismatic 

raelodic style in the raotifs to a syllabic style. This change not 

only increased rhythraic interest but increased the textual density 

as well, as is reflected in the urgency and intense emotion created 

in the raotet "0 Jesu mi dulcissime." Exploring increased expressive-

ness even further, Gabrieli eraployed the practice of concentrating 

initial raotifs by raeans of rhythmic diminution and decreased time 

intervals between motivic repetitions. The result was a "wind-up" 

effect that builds to a climactic final section. He also explored 

the effect of heightened intensity resulting from the contrast of 

horaophony with rapid motivic repetition to produce still another 

expressive technique. Thus the motifs used by Gabrieli are more 

than points for rhythraic imitation. They are units tailored to 

express the general mood of the work and to underscore the expres-

sive quality of the phrase or word. 

Gabrieli's interest in the expressive quality of the music 

also pervaded his techniques of horizontal procedure. Palestrina 

had used thre.e basic types of horizontal procedure in his motets, 

strict polyphony, free polyphony, and horaophony. The Venetian 

9 
From the 1615 Sacrae Symphoniae. 
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predecessors of Gabrieli had followed Palestrina's lead using all 

three types of texture as well as developing their own hybrid. This 

hybrid texture was a combination of free polyphony and homophony in 

which a section would open in free polyphony, gradually gravitate 

away frora an iraitative texture, and eventually arrive at a horaophonic 

texture before the cadence. True to the Venetian tradition, Gabrieli 

likewise raade use of Palestrina's three basic types of texture as 

well as the Venetian hybrid. Eraploying the hybrid concept in new 

corabinations of texture, Gabrieli would open a section in strict 

polyphony, establish an initial rhythmic and intervallic relationship, 

and after a few raeasures abandon this texture for one of free polyph-

ony. This technique corabined with syllabic short-note raotifs produced 

a new hybrid that Flower has termed "declamatory imitation." 

Here incisive, overlapped syllabic imitations bound and 
caper up and down the score. The imitation may or may 
not retain an intervallic consistency, though they usu-
ally do not. The rhythmic pattern, however, becomes 
immutable and will not be relaxed. For reasons of tense-
ness and coraplexity these sections are invariably short, 
occurring usually toward the middle of the motet or at ,-. 
the end of sections, functioning as climax in both places. 

An example of this texture can be found in the motet "Jubilate Deo," 

raeasures 31-41. Gabrieli also varied this texture by setting up 

overlapping iraitation in paired voices of different choirs which 

created a new combination of colors and space and caused the origi-

nal combinations to be teraporarily abandoned. Gabrieli also used 

Flower, oĝ . cit., p. 90. 

This m.otet originally appeared in the 1613 publication by 
Abrahara Schade entitled Proraptuarii Musica Pars Tertia, Vol. 3. The 
measure numbers refer to the Woodworth edition published by G. 
Schirmer. 
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paired voices to present contrasts in homophonic settings. To accom-

plish this he paired voices, often from different choirs, moving them 

in alternating or contrasting rhythms. 

Another area of experimentation for Gabrieli which resulted in 

increased expressiveness of the rausic was his treatraent of chordal 

raaterial. One type of chordal setting that resulted frora his experi-

raents with homophony was one of block chords that moved syllabically 

with the speech rhythms of the text. This strongly rhythmic passage 

is then altemated between choirs and serves to project the text in 

a striking manner. An example of this technique is to be found in 

12 
the first section of the motet "Doraine Exaudi" where the phrase 

"invocavero te" is repeated and thus highlighted. A variation of 

this technique is the setting of the majority of the voices in 

chordal texture with one characteristic rhythm and contrasting this 

with another voice stating the sarae text but in a different rhythm. 

The result of this variation is rhythmic dissonance as shown in the 

13 
first section of the motet "Surrexit pastor bonus." Here the 

phrase "et progrege" is given the rhythm \ J^ J J J \ in 

eight lower voices while the cantus part states the same phrase in 

the rhythra \ í J* J J J I . 

From these chordal passages, Flower has raade several general-

izations regarding harraony. The chords eraployed are predorainantly 

12 
From the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae. 

13 
From the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae. 
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consonant being composed of two roots, a fifth, and a major or ninor 

third. First inversion raajor or rainor triads can occur on or off the 

beat with freedora and frequency, while first inversion diminished 

triads appear in a more restrictive manner such as two or more succes-

sive six chords erabellished with 7-6 suspensions. The second inver-

sion six-four chord is generally restricted to single choir settings 

in which it functions in the traditional passing or cadential forraula. 

Seventh chords are restricted to stepwise approach and resolution of 

the seventh and occur in unstressed contrapuntal situations or on the 

antipenultiraate beat of a cadence. An analysis of root progressions 

in these chordal passages reveals another principal of contrast used 

by Gabrieli, that of contrasting tonal levels that are achieved by 

root progressions of a fifth. It is common in these chordal passages 

for the phrase to begin on one tonal level, and allowing the rhythr̂ ic 

motif employed to deterraine the duration of this tonal level, progress 

to the level of a fifth above. This level raay be followed by a return 

to the initial level, changing the triad from raajor to minor. This 

new rainor level then progresses down to the level of the lower fifth. 

Regardless of the specific levels involved and the direction of raove-

ment, the predorainant progression is that of a fifth. In the raotet 

14 
"Oranes gentes," Flower has counted 165 root progressions, 143 of 

which are progressions of the fifth. 

That a complete harmonic analysis of those portions of 

Gabrieli's music not in the chordal texture described above is 

14 
From the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae. 
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irapractical is expressed by Flower as follows: 

Harmony exerts authority over the line only at 
cadences, where it briefly halts the linear flow, 
temporarily crystallizing the moving parts into ver-
tical structures on various degrees of the raode, only 
to release thera iraraediately to the undulant raotion of 
the linear flow. . . .Except at cadences, no norm of 
progression or pattern of root moveraent exists other 
than that which emerges out of the lines.-'-̂  

A survey of Gabrieli's cadential formulas reveals two significant 

treatraents, that of the third in the final chord of the cadence and 

that of root raoveraent. Contrary to his Venetian predecessors, Will-

aert and Andrea Gabrieli, who preferred the use of open fifths in the 

final chord of the cadence, Giovanni fills the open fifths with the 

third. The resulting sound which his predecessors considered too 

strong seeras preferred by Giovanni for its full sonority. In those 

cases where a common chord occurs at the junction between two choirs 

Gabrieli often cadences on open fifths overlapping the entrance on 

the third by one or raore voices of the succeeding choir. The root 

raovements used by Gabrieli in his cadential formulas were predomi-

nantly those of the fifth down and the fourth down, in that order of 

frequency. Flower suggests that the reason authentic cadences are 

used at raajor divisions in the rausic and plagal cadences are used 

only at less significant junctures between choirs is that the authen-

tic close is stronger. He observes that the plagal close is used 

only as a "harraonic reinforcement of a tonal level already achieved 

by the authentic device." When used, the plagal close is usually 

Flower, op. cit., p. 134. 

^^lbid., p. 119. 
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a minor to major progression. The phrygian cadence is rarely used 

and then only to attain the level of E at points where an authentic 

cadence is undesirable because of the need for D-sharp. The VII -

I cadence and the half-cadence occur infrequently because they are 

weaker than either the authentic or plagal cadences and are there-

fore only used as brief pauses in the rausic's motion. 

Gabrieli's historical role as a transitional figure is also 

demonstrated by his raelodic techniques. In describing the vocal 

style of Palestrina, Knud Jeppesen used the terra "curvilinear" to 

refer to the raelodic line that forras a balanced curve departing from 

the initial tone and returning again by even ascent and descent. In 

this raelodic style, stepwise and skipwise raotion complement each other 

epitoraizing the balance and restraint of sacred rausic in the late Ren-

aissance. The same description fits several of Gabrieli's motets from 

the 1587 Concerti and the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. Examples of this are 

18 
to be found in the opening section of the raotet "Benedixisti Domine" 

19 
and the opening section of the motet "Cantate Doraino." Coraraonly, the 

curvilinear line is contrasted with a line that descends in a gentle 

stepwise raotion without a return to the initial note of the raotif, fre-

quently descending through the interval of a fifth, as in the raotet 

20 
"In te Doraine." With Gabrieli's shift to short-note raotifs, his 

Knud Jeppesen, Counterpoint; The Polyphonic Vocal Style 
of the Sixtcenth Century, cited by Flower, p. 149. 

18 
From t h e 1597 Sacrae SyTnphoniae. 

19 
From the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

20 
From the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 
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melodic lines becarae shorter and moved from triad meraber to triad 

member abandoning the compensation for skipwise motion by stepwise 

motion. Flower describes the resulting change as follows: 

Many of Gabrieli's lines, by succumbing to the gravi-
tational pull of harmony, hurl no independent trajectory 
through musical space, but revolve as satellites within 
and about the overpowering harraonic clusters. Here raelody 
loses its force as the basic energy of the musical cosmos 
and defers to precedent harraony.̂ -*̂  

Exaraples of this change are to be seen in the bassus part of 

22 
the raotet "Oranes gentes plaudite" in which the line moves from the 

root of one triad to the root of the next with an occasional movement 

23 
to the third of the triad, and the motet "Plaudite omnis terra" in 

which the lowest part in each of the three choirs moves primarily 

from triad meraber to triad meraber. 

"Oranes gentes" 

tlâ ^ 
.Lp. 

"^ yr ^ o ^ 

V 

- ^ 

m^ "Plaudi te oranes gentes" 

^ 
S m t 

21 

22 

23 

Flower, o£. cit., p. 147. 

From the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

Frora the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 
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This diatonic raoveraent would seera to indicate a harmonic pro-

gression, and to deny that these experiments in sound were forerunners 

of the harmonic principals of the Baroque period would be a distorti n 

of their true significance. However, as Kenton points out, a forraal 

analysis is irapractical due to harmonic vagaries and "too raany excep-

tions and inconsistencies in the way of forraulating a rule that would 

fit and could be regarded as a part of a systera used by hira." 

''"Though Gabrieli's rausical style changed frora one of long-note 

raotifs to one of short-note syllabic motifs and from traditional Vene-

tian horizontal texture to declamatory imitation, and pointed toward 

the later Baroque eleraents of harmonic progressions and extended form, 

he remained little affected and seemingly uninterested in the experi-

raents in raonody. There is no evidence that he was ever concemed with 

monody, the field of lyric drama or madrigal comedy. His contribution 

to rausical history is to be seen in the heritage of the Baroque ora-

torios and cantatas which represent the culraination of his experiments 

in choral rausic. 

Kenton, op. cit. , p. 310. 



CHAPTER III 

PARAMETERS OF HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL PERFORIIANCE AND 

A LISTING OF AVAILABLE OCTAVO EDITIONS 

Pararaeters of High School Choral Perforraance 

In order to consider the suitability of a group of works for 

perforraance by a high school choir, it is first necessary to identify 

the basic vocal parameters of the high school choir, compare them to 

the vocal requirements of the works in question and finally insure 

that the texts of the works are generally suitable for high school 

students. The last condition is easily met by those choral works of 

Gabrieli selected for detailed discussion because they employ relig-

ious texts. 

The primary factors that establish the vocal parameters of the 

high school choir can be stated as vocal range, tessitura and the 

degree to which vocal technique has been developed. Willi Apel, in 

the Harvard Dictionary of Music, classifies the human voice into six 

types: bass, baritone, tenor, contralto, raezzo-soprano and soprano. 

"The norraal ranges of these voices may be approximately described as 

an octave (more safely, a seventh) below and above the notes d, f, a 

and e', g', b' . . ." William Vennard, author of Singing: The 

Mechanisra aad the Technique, has stated: 

Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Carabridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1968), p. 810. 

30 
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As a general rule, a majority of voices will have 
raediocre ranges. Most men will be baritones and most 
women will be raezzo-sopranos. As a result, most choirs 
will use high baritones to sing tenor parts and low 
mezzo-sopranos to sing alto parts. 

The following illustration frora Robert Garretson's book, 

Conducting Choral Music, gives the liraits of norraal range that 

closely parallel those given by Apel, the differences between the 

two deraonstrating the lack of absolutes in this raatter but nonethe-

3 
less establishing a basis from which to work. 

o h -^ 
XX. --é-

E r^ 

o 

- ^ 

V ti -cT Tenor II Bass II Bass I 

±12: 
h -e-

" ^ Tenor I 

í 
/:;^Alto II ''-fê  Alto I c> Soprano II ""^ Soprano I 

The soprano part in any of Gabrieli's choral works, given a 

transcription set in approxiraately the sarae pitches as the original, 

should pose no problera to high school choirs. It is a safe probability 

that boy sopranos were used at St. Mark's based on the traditional prac-

tice of "raulier taceat in ecclesia" (women remain silent in the church). 

This probability is further substantiated by the fact that even in 

those works employing florid soloistic passages, these passages do not 

appear in the soprano part and that this part is always well within the 

ŴilIiara Vennard, Singing: The Mechanisra and the Technique 
(New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1967), p. 78. 

Robert Garretson, Conducting Choral Music (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, Inc, 1965), p. 198. 
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limits of children's voices. The range of the bass parts is a differ-

ent matter, often dropping to a low C. That this extrerae is below the 

range of the large majority of high school basses is certain. Care 

must be taken that the adolescent voice is not damaged by atterapting 

that which is totally beyond its capability. But this problera of 

range can be reraedied through the doubling of instruraents on the voice 

lines and the singing of those extreraely low notes an octave higher. 

It is suggested that the instruments used be grouped to produce sound 

masses with similar tirabres and qualities. Specific range difficulties 

in all parts will be discussed in the coraments on each selection. These 

instrumental groups should be paired with the different choral sound 

masses in order to present instrumental as well as choral contrasts in 

the antiphonal passages. 

The practice of instruments doubling voices in Gabrieli's 

music is historically accurate and can be substantiated in several 

ways. Kenton states that a cappella singing, as per the late Renais-

sance style of Palestrina, was the exception rather than the rule in 

Venice after 1580. Also, the contracts of the two chapel organists 

specified that at least one of the two would be present at each ser-

vice, and treasury records from St. Mark's reflect payments to the 

organists and other instruraentalists for their participation in the 

services. Since the basso continuo practice of the Baroque period 

grew out of the practice of accompanying the choir with an organ, it 

is logical to assurae that Gabrieli would not be raoving in an opposite 

direction in his practice. In the Syntagraa Musicura, Michael Prae-

torius states: "The ecclesiastical songs and concerts of Giovanni 
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Gabrieli . . . are entitled Syraphoniae Sacrae or raotets, and there-

fore [are] understood as having concertante voices and at the same 

time ali sorts of added instruments." 

An English traveler, Thomas Coryat, wrote concerning ser-

vices he had attended in Venice, at which Gabrieli was in charge 

of the rausic: 

Soraetiraes there sung sixteene or twenty men together, 
hauing their master or moderator to keepe them in order; 
and when they sung, the instrumental musitians played also. 
Soraetiraes sixteene played together vpon their instruments, 
ten Sagbuts, foure Cornets, and two Violdegamboes of extra-
ordinary greatnesse; sometimes tenne, Sixe Sagbuts and 
foure Cornets; sometimes two, a Cornet and a treble violl. 
Of these treble viols I heard three seuerall there, whereof 
each was so good, expically one that I ovserued above the 
rest, that I neuer heard the like before. Those that played 
vpon the treble viols, sung and played together vpon Theorboes, 
to which they sung also, v7ho yeelded admirable sweet musicke, 
but so stil that they could scarce be heard but by those that 
were very neare them. These two Theorbists concluded that 
nights musicke, which continued three whole v7howers at the 
least. For they beganne about fiue of the clock, and ended 
not before eight. Also it continued as long in the raorning: 
at euery time that euery seuerall musicke played, the Organs, 
whereof there are seuen faire paire in that roome, standing 
al in a rowe together, plaied with them. 

It is, therefore, a safe assumption that the practice of instrumental 

doubling is not only of help in overcoming range difficulties, but is 

historically accurate as well. 

Micheal Praetorius, Syntagma Musicura (1619) as translated 
and quoted by Kenton, 0£̂ . cit. , p. 305. 

Thoraas Coryat, Crudities (London: 1611), p. 251, as quoted 
in Kenton, op̂ . cit. , p. 364. 
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Tessitura is defined by Apel as "the general 'lie' of a vocal 

part, whether high or low in its average pitch." Peterson, in his 

book Natural Singing and Expressive Conducting, gives the tessitura 

of the voices as follows: 

É " ^ ' 
CJ 

/' 
/ o / 

Bass II 

At-1 • c^ 
n r' 

Bass I 
(, 
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.y 

/ 

rj 

C' 

Tenor II 
i 

^ 

Tenor I 
/ 

t̂  
i zr -c-̂  zz: tr^ 

— ^ — 

Alto I V Alto II Soprano II Soprano I 

Generally the areas for possible tessitura probleras in Gabrieli's 

choral rausic occur in the bass parts. Sorae editions present tessi-

tura problems in the low alto or high tenor parts due to alteration 

during transcription of the original raodal or tonal centers. Sorae 

editions have even tried to overcorae these probleras by distributing 

Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 739. 

Paul W. Peterson, Natural Singing and Expressive Conduct-
ing (Winston-Salera: John F. Blair, 1955), p. 8. 
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the material frora the original voice to one or more other parts. 

These specific situations will be discussed in detail during the 

latter portions of this chapter. 

The final deterrainant of the vocal pararaeters of a high 

school choir is the degree to which vocal technique has been 

developed. Under this general heading are included such facets 

of vocal development as dynamic control, agility in negotiating 

rapid melisraas and consecutive melodic leaps, pitch accuracy 

demanded by chromatic intervals, endurance necessary to perform 

extended works, and flexibility to adjust to varying amounts of 

spatial separation eraployed in perforraance and to the consequent 

effect this separation has on attacks, releases, tuning, and 

balance. Because of the iramature and unstable nature of the ado-

lescent voice, the degree of development in these areas raay vary 

greatly between the voices of students of the same age and with 

similar backgrounds of vocal training. This wide variance dic-

tates that the director raust take into consideration the capabili-

ties of the individual choir when selecting the rausic of Gabrieli 

for perforraance. It is suggested as a raeans to overcome limitations 

in one or more of the areas of vocal technique, that the possibility 

of combining choral groups, not only on the state and regional levels 

but also on the community level, be considered. Increased numbers 

can compensate for the inherent weakness of the adolescent voices 
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when spatially divided into three choirs of SSAT/SATB/ATBB as in 

o 

the raotet "Plaudite oranes terra" or into four choirs of SSAT/SATB/ 

ATBB/SATB as in the raotet "Omnes gentes."^ 

A Listing of Available Octavo Editions 

Research for this paper was begun by investigating the 

catalogues of rausic publishers in the United States and Europe. 

After contacting various university librarians and faculty merabers 

of the Departraent of Music for names and catalogues of publishers, 

a list was drawn up of known octavo editions currently available. 

These examples of Gabrieli's choral works were ordered from the 

appropriate publishers accompanied by an explanation of the present 

effort and a request to ship any other examples that might have 

been available even though not specifically ordered. Those pub-

lishers contacted were: Alexander Broude, Associated Music 

Publishers, G. Schirmer, C. F. Peters, Breitkopf and Hârtel, 

Bãrenreiter, as well as Blackwell's Booksellers. After several 

exchanges of communication with the European publishers in an 

attempt to assure shipraent and subsequent purchase of octavo works 

only, nineteen works were received, not counting the one manuscript 

that was loaned without charge frora BMrenreiter. At a rauch later 

tirae during the final drafting of this paper, a reference in Kenton 

o 
From the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae 

9 
From the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae, 
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was discovered to six works by Gabrieli not on hand.''"̂  Some of 

these works were listed as available from G. Schirmer though they 

had not appeared in those catalogues originally checked. These 

works were ordered promptly and only two were received. Those 

four motets not received are listed below with only limited com-

ments. Some of the unexplored works were listed as published by 

European sources whose catalogues had not been available. These 

works could not be obtained in time for inclusion in this paper. 

These efforts produced a total of 23 octavo editions of Gabrieli*s 

choral music, two of which were selected as representative of the 

few-voiced motets (seven or eight parts) and three of which were 

selected as representative of the many-voiced motets (twelve to 

nineteen parts). All of the works explored are included in the 

following listing which is in alphabetical order by text inciplt, 

and general observations are made on each work. Those works 

selected as representative will be followed by an English trans-

latîon of their text, comments on form, significant harmonic or 

exceptional vocal requirements in each, differences between the 

various editions of the same work, and a comparison of each to 

the transcriptions by Denis Amold in the Opera Omnia. 

Kenton, op. cit., pp. 163-221. 
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Ame tres gente, raon cher souci 

The madrigal "Ame tres gente, raon cher souci" for three parts 

is published by Costellat of Paris, is edited by J. Barre, and has a 

French text which is a translation of the original Italian Text "Alraa 

cortes e bella." 

Angelus ad pastores 

The Christraas raotet "Angelus ad pastores" for two choirs, 

SSAATB/ATTBBB is published by Peters and edited by Paul Winter. Per-

forraance time is approximately 2 minutes, 55 seconds. It originally 

appeared in the 1587 publication in Venice entitled Concerti di 

Andrea et di Gio. Gabrieli. The text is Latin and is taken from the 

scripture of Luke, chapter two, and is translated as follows: 

The Angel said to the shepherds: I bring tidings of 

great joy, for today is born the Saviour of the world, 

alleluia. Glory to God in the highest and on earth 

peace to raen of good will, alleluia. 

The general texture is horaophonic, with text phrases alternating 

between choirs. There is a gradual thickening of the texture with 

each alternation by the addition of raelismas and heightened rhythmic 

complexity. The raotet is 61 raeasures in length and divides into two 

sections, the annunciation (raeasures 1-32) and praise (raeasures 33-

61). Section one begins in syllabic homophony with choir I stating 

the first phrase in duple meter raoving in whole notes and half notes. 

ow 
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Gradually the texture thickens in phrases two and three and closes 

section one with a triple meter alleluia set in quarter notes and 

eighth notes alternating rapidly between choirs and reflecting the 

exuberant mood of the text. Section two begins with a joyous tutti 

statement in duple raeter of "Gloria in eccelsis Deo" set principally 

in whole notes and half notes, with the voices having a degree of 

rhythraic independence rerainiscent of free polyphony. This phrase is 

repeated and followed by the final phrase set in syllabic horaophony 

divided and alternated between choirs with overlapping cadences. The 

raotet closes with a repeated eleven-measure alleluia in duple meter 

which first alternates the alleluia between choirs with each succeed-

ing statement overlapping the preceding, and subsequently employs both 

increased rhythmic complexity and quarter note melismas as both choirs 

sing the final alleluias. 

The ranges and tessituras present no problems with the excep-

tion of the lowest bass part of choir II which descends frequently to 

low C and D. Instrumental doubling is a necessity, at least on this 

part, and preferably on the other parts as well, producing the con-

trasting instrumental sound raasses suggested earlier to corapleraent 

the contrasting choral sound masses produced by two choirs of dissim-

ilar ranges. Spatial separation of instruments and voices with com-

pleraenting groups facing each other would heighten the spezzati 

effect. Though short melismas are encountered, they are not complex 

in rhythm or pitch and present no great agility problems for high 

school students. However, these melismas are employed in phrases 
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of thickening texture which will require precise rhythmic perform-

ance to achieve the necessary clarity of lines. 

The coraparison of Winter's edition to Arnold's reveals little 

deviation. In raeasure four, Winter has the second bass part in choir 

II set in a rhythra of whole rest followed by a whole note. At this 

sarae point, Arnold shows the rhythra to be a whole rest followed by a 

half-rest, followed by a half-note. In raeasure five, Winter sets the 

tenor part of choir I in two quarter notes followed by a half-note, 

followed by a whole note. Arnold shows the same voice with the same 

pitches but reversing the rhythms of the third and fourth notes. In 

measure 42, Winter gives the pitches for the first soprano of choir I 

vf 2 2 h 2 
as c , followed by repeated d , followed by ĉ  . Arnold editorially 

#2 
indicates c for the last note. 

Beata es Virgo Maria 

The raotet "Beata es Virgo Maria" is published by G. Schirmer 

and edited by Dale Jergensen and Daniel Wolfe. It originally appeared 

in the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae, and the perforraance tirae is approxi-

mately 3 rainutes, 20 seconds. The Latin text which is taken from the 

liturgy of Marian Vespers is translated by the editors as follows: 

Blessed are you, Virgin Mary, mother of God, who trusted 

in thé Lord: (those things) are fulfilled in you which 

were spoken to you. Behold, you have been raised up above 

the choruses of angels. Intercede for us to the Lord, 

your God. 
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This edition calls for SSATBB choir accorapanied by organ. The te::-

ture is one of polyphony, generally starting each phrase with rhythmic 

and/or intervallic iraitation which later dissolves into free polyphony, 

The last eighteen raeasures shift to a texture of declamatory imitation 

utilizing a raotif of two quarter notes, two eighth notes, two quarter 

notes, a half note and a whole note on the repeated phrase "ad Dominum 

Deum tuura." 

There are no range or tessitura probleras presented by this 

edition, and the only raoderately difficult rhythms are the double six-

teenth note "ornaments" occurring in the second soprano and alto parts 

in raeasure 44. By placing increased vocal energy on the sixteenth 

notes, the necessary clarity and precision should be achieved. The 

editors have placed the bars between staves rather than through the 

staves and have not indicated notes that are in effect tied across 

the "barline" in conventional raanner. Though historically accurate, 

this format may be confusing to high school students who have not 

experienced it before and who do not understand the reason for this 

format. Also, in order to indicate the proper textural accents, the 

editors have printed the accented syllable of each word in heavier 

type than the others. This technique could prove a definite asset 

in achieving the desired linear eraphasis and textual clarity. 

Benedictus 

The triple choir raotet "Benedictus" for SSAT/SATB/TBBB is 

published by G. Schirmer and edited by Frank Damrosch. It was 
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originally published in the 1615 Sacrae Symphoniae as part of the 

setting of Gabrieli's "Sanctus-Benedictus-Hosanna" portion of the 

mass. The Latin text is translated: 

Blessed is He who comes in the narae of the Lord; 

Osanna in the highest. 

The approxiraate perforraance time is 2 minutes, 10 seconds. The 

general texture is one of "active homophony," that is, each state-

raent begins in syllabic homophony but gradually dissolves into free 

polyphonyby the addition of melismas and rhythmic complexity. This 

motet is 39 raeasures in length and divides into two sections. Section 

one in duple raeter utilizes rhythmic imitation and overlapping caden-

ces in its alternation of the phrases between choirs. At the first of 

this section the succeeding choir enters on the second beat of the 

final cadence chord in the preceding choir. Toward the end of the 

section the succeeding choir enters prior to the entire cadence and 

results in a swelling sound mass until measure 19 where all three 

choirs are sounding simultaneously, followed by a reiteration of the 

word "Domini" in choir III which interestingly, cadences in measure 

20 on a chord that contains no third. The second, or Osanna, section 

is in triple meter and also employs rhythraic imitation in its alter-

nation of phrases between choirs. Instead of overlapping cadences, 

the sound mass builds in this section through the principle of syra-

metry by placeraent until it reaches the highly corapressed statement 

of "Osanna in excelsis" in all twelve voices in the six-measure coda 

in duple raeter which closes the raotet. These measures are an 

_5v :*m 
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elaborate plagal cadence following the authentic cadence of the 

triple raeter section, and the first bass part of choir III intones 

the dorainant after the final chord is reached, a favorite device 

with Gabrieli. This whole final cadence is a wonderfully climactic 

setting of the text and can be seen in Figure 1. 

Ranges and tessitura are both stretched to their limits in 

2 
this piece with the first soprano in choir I singing repeated g and 

1 2 
having a tessitura of d to g . This is contrasted at the other 

extreme by the alto part of choir II which reaches g in measures 25 

and 32, and the bass III part of choir III which drops to low D 

repeatedly and low C in measures 35, 37, and 38. These extremes of 

range and tessitura must be considered carefully by the director 

conteraplating performance of this work, and these factors may well 

prevent the performance of this work on the high school level. The 

other general aspect that could possibly present difficulty for the 

high school choir is that of rhythmic coraplexity and clarity of line. 

By subdividing the beat mentally, the high school student should be 

able to negotiate the raelismas and associated rhythraic complexities 

at the cadences. This subdivision should also provide the degree 

of clarity desired. 

A coraparison of Dararosch's edition to Arnold's edition 

reveals no raajor differences. Both add frequent accidentals; 

Arnold identifies thera as editorial suggestions, while Dararosch 

does not. 

.^ _f^ 
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Benedixisti. Doraine 

The single choir raotet "Benedixisti, Doraine" for SSAATBB is 

edited by George Lynn and published by G. Schirmer. The performance 

time is approximately 2 minutes, 55 seconds. Taken from Psalm 35: 1 

and 2, the Latin text appears here with an English translation adapted 

by Gustave Reese to enable perforraance in Latin or English. Reese's 

translation reads as follows: 

Thou hast been gracious, Lord, our God, unto Thy land; 

Thou hast turned the captivity of Jacob and forgiven 

Thy people their transgressions, 0 Lord; and Thou hast 

covered all their sin. 

This motet originally appeared in the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae and is 

representative of the polyphonic few-voiced motets. 

The general texture is polyphonic with much textural repeti-

tion and imitative use of rhythm and intervals. The motet is based 

on a form that follows the Renaissance motet pattern of cadences 

dictated by the phrases of the text, and these cadences follow a 

typical pattern of Gabrieli's, that of a relationship of the inter-

val of the fifth. The cadence points are C, G, C, G, F, C, G, and 

C. The polyphony is in the conservative tradition of Palestrina, 

with suspension dissonances in abundance. One example occurs in mea-

sure 30 in the first alto part where a suspension is written that 

represents the norraally prepared and resolved seventh, but the root 

of the chord is not in the lowest voice. Hence a dominant six-five 

ŵ :-<a 
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effect is created. Another example occurs in measures 35 to the end 

in which are contained poignantly used traditional suspensions, such 

as the nine-eight suspension in raeasure 38. The cadence is plagal 

(minor to major) and follows the authentic cadence of the preceding 

measure. (See Figure 2.) 

Of chief significance in the Lynn edition is the change of 

tonal center and subsequent necessity for redistribution and redes-

ignation of voice parts. Having specified his desire to raaintain 

the original tonal centers, Arnold begins his transcription on G 

raajor and designates the parts SATTBBB. Apparently one of Lynn's 

objectives was the elimination of the characteristic low ranges of 

Gabrieli's motets by transcribing the entire work up a fourth. 

Beginning on C major Lynn's transcription calls for two bass parts, 

the lowest of which only reaches B-flat, one tenor part, two alto 

2 
parts, and two soprano parts, the highest of which reaches g . 

Further coraparison of Lynn's edition to Arnold's edition reveals 

material apparently switched between parts, perhaps again by Lynn 

for the purpose of narrowing range and tessitura demands. In raea-

sure four of Lynn's edition material from the tenor part and the 

second alto part are switched, in raeasure six the baritone and 

tenor parts switch raaterial, and the first and second alto parts 

switch raaterial in raeasures 12, 19, and 27. In each case the 

switching of material seeras to have been done to accoraraodate a 

descending or ascending line or leap which would have exceeded the 

jJi. ;tl 
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range of the designated part. That these changes were made for the 

sake of range is purely speculative, and may well be in error since 

despite all alterations both alto parts descend to f which is beyond 

the range considered norraal for first altos. Instrumental doubling 

or the addition of one or two tenors to the first alto part in those 

two measures where the f occurs will solve this range problem. Other 

than this possible range problem for first altos, the work contains 

no vocal difficulties to prevent performance by high school choirs. 

Buccinate 

The raotet "Buccinate" is set for nineteen parts in four choirs 

with voice distribution as follows: SSATB/SATBB/SATB/TBBBB. The text 

is Latin, is taken from Psalms 81, and is translated as follows: 

Blow the trumpet in the new moon, alleluia. With the voice 

of jubilation and the sound of the horn exalt God, our Help, 

alleluia. Let us praise God with harp and organ, with drum 

and voices. Sing and rejoice with Psalras, alleluia. 

The approxiraate performance time is 4 rainutes, 40 seconds. This raotet 

is edited by Paul Winter and published by Peters. It first appeared 

in the 1615 Sacrae Ŝ rraphoniae. The work is short, 83 raeasures, and 

achieves its priraary interest through contrasting sound raasses which 

employ dissirailar voice distributions. These contrasts are heightened 

by the predorainant chordal texture in rapid spezzato setting which 

produces a festive effect. This effect is further strengthened by the 

addition of the instrumental parts available from PeLers which include 

two trumpets, three trombones, and a contrabass. 

-^jîa 
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Exaudi Deus 

The motet "Exaudi Deus" for seven parts is published by Gebr -

der Hug of Leipzig-Zíírich and edited by Buth. The text is Latin and 

is translated: 

0 Lord, harken to my prayers and do not ignore my pleas, 

turn to rae and harken unto rae; I ara afflicted by torment; 

1 am confused by the voices of ray enemies, and by the tribu-

lation of sinners, so that the iniquities in me and the 

raolesting anger which were once mine would be diminished. 

The approximate performance tirae is 3 rainutes, 26 seconds. The work 

first appeared in the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

Hodie Christus natus est 

The raotet "Hodie Christus natus est" for two SATB choirs is 

edited by Georg Goebel and is published by Mtlller-Silddeutscher Musik-

verlag of Heidelberg. Performance time is approximately 3 minutes, 

30 seconds. The work first appeared in the 1603 Florilegium by 

Erhardi Bodenschatz with the present Latin text which is translated: 

This day Christ is born; this day the Saviour appears. 

This day the angels sing on earth and the archangels 

rejoice. This day the just triuraphantly proclaira: 

Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace to 

men of good will. 

Translation taken frora Vanguard recording SRV-281, 
"Giovanni Gabrieli: Processional and Ceremonial Music." 

Ji. í ^ 
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The structural design is based on the principal of altemating duple 

and triple meter sections, with five independent phrases. Frora this 

standpoint, the forra raight be diagramed as ab ab a, but the rausical 

material is through-coraposed with intemal repetition within phrases. 

A secondary pattern can be observed frora the standpoint of length. 

The third rausical phrase, raeasures 33-56, in duple raeter, is the 

longest. This phrase is flanked by short phrases, beginning at the 

least, in triple meter, one thirteen and one fifteen raeasures in 

length, which are in turn flanked by the beginning and ending phrases 

in duple raeter of twenty and nineteen measures in length. VThile the 

term "measure" will remain an undefined quantity, the syraraetrical 

plan of the coraposition is nonetheless apparent. 

The first two phrases, measures 1-26, are set in a basically 

syllabic and homophonic texture with rhythmic dissonances added in 

one voice or paired voices. Gradually melisraas begin to appear in 

the third phrase adding emphasis to the linear progression instead 

of the vertical. These melisraas becorae rhythraic and raelodic motifs 

which accorapany specific words as they are repeated in each of the 

various voices and altemated between choirs , producing declaraatory 

imitation. Specific exaraples occur in raeasures 28-31 where eight 

eighth-notes state the word "terra," first in the soprano part of 

choir II, then in the alto part of choir I, and finally the soprano 

part of choir I. This texture in the third and fourth phrases is 

contrasted with a return to syllabic homophony in the final phrase. 

-ív . :l 
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This composition exhibits an interesting harmonic structure 

employing an extraordinary nuraber of root progressions of the descend-

-ing fifth. This work is apparently in transposed Dorian raode with one 

flat in the signature, a final cadence on G, and several intermediate 

cadences on the mediant, B-flat, and F, the tenor (most frequent 

cadence points for the Dorian raode). In spite of this, the composi-

tion does not have a characteristic "raodal flavor" even in the loose 

sense of late 16th century polyphony. While the second triple-metered 

section in the work is entirely in F major, suggesting a form based on 

contrasting tonal centers, the composition does not fit into the major-

minor system of the later periods of music history. Nonetheless, the 

interesting aspect of the work is the abundance of harmonic progres-

sions of the descending fifth which, in order are: beginning in raea-

sure two through raeasure 20 D-g, D-g, D-G-C-F-B-flat, F-B-flat, * D-g, 

D-g, D-G-C-F-B-flat, F-B-flat. Note; at the asterisk that the progres-

sion is repeated due to musical material being repeated but reversed 

between choirs. Beginning in raeasure 22 the following progression of 

fifths can be found: D-G, D-G, D-g, D-g, A-d-g, A-D. The last progres-

sion is in raeasures 32 and 33 with the final chord of the second section 

of the coraposition being a chord without a third with a subsequent entry 

providing the raajor third, F-sharp. Beginning with this D raajor triad 

in raeasure 33, the harraony continues: D-G-C-F-B-flat-(inserted raater-

ial)-E-flat, D-G-C-F, A-D-G-C-F, d-G, e-A-D, F-B-flat. The triple 

raetered section beginning in measure 57 is the one already referred to 
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as suggesting F major and contains the C-F progression twice. It is 

in this regárd parallel to the previous triple metered section where 

the tonal level is G, the rausic is raore concise, and the D-G progres-

sion occurs three times. Beginning in measure 73 the following pro-

gressions are found: D-G, A-D-g, D-G-C, G-C, a-d, F-B-flat, g-C, 

D-G-C-(a)-F-(d), A-d-(B-flat)-g, D-G-(E-flat)-c-G. This c minor to 

G raajor progression affects the plagal final cadence. Note once 

again the plagal cadence following the authentic cadence (D-G), and 

in this instance an entire coraposition which proceeds largely with 

the "authentic" progression. 

Vocal deraands are well within the capabilities of high school 

students in this work. The ranges and tessituras are quite corafort-

able with the alto descending to an occasional g while the bass sings 

F several tiraes. Mental subdivision of the beat should assist in 

providing the necessary rhythmic accuracy and clarity of voice part. 

Hodie Christus natus est—Jara non dicara—Laudate nomen Domini 

This collection of three motets, "Hodie Christus natus est," 

"Jam non dicara," and "Laudate nomen Domini," is edited by Becker and 

published by Breitkopf and Hartel. Neither the collection nor comraent 

on its unavailability were raentioned in correspondence frora this pub-

lisher. 
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In Ecclesiis 

The raotet "In Ecclesiis" is published by G. Schirraer and 

edited by Woodworth. This edition is for SSAATTBB choir with organ 

reduction that is based on the original instrumental parts and a 

setting prepared by Frank Damrosch in his 1904 edition which was 

published by G. Schirraer but is now out of print. The original 

instrumental parts by Gabrieli specified three cometti, one 

violino, and two trombones. Woodworth has transcribed these parts 

for three trumpets, three trombones, and tuba; and these parts are 

available from the publisher. 

The forra is based on five verses of text set in duple raeter 

each concluded with an alleluia in triple meter which serves as a 

ritornello. A sixteen measure sinfonia occurs between verses two 

and three. The voice parts specified for each verse are as follows: 

verse one — soprano solo 

alleluia — antiphonal statement between soprano solo 

and SATB choir 

verse two — tenor solo 

alleluia — antiphonal statement between soprano solo 

and SATB choir 

Sinfonia 

verse three — alto-tenor duet 

alleluia — antiphonal stateraent between alto-tenor 

duet and SATB choir 
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verse four — soprano-tenor duet 

alleluia — antiphonal stateraent between soprano-tenor 

duet and SATB choir 

verse five and alleluia — tutti SSAATTBB choir. 

The English translation for the Latin text as provided in Woodworth's 

edition is: 

In the congregation, bless ye the Lord, alleluia. In all 

places of His dorainion: bless the Lord, 0 ray soul, alleluia. 

In God is ray salvation and my glory: 0 God, my help and my 

hope is in God, alleluia. 0 my God, we call upon Thee, we 

worship Thee: Deliver us, save us, quicken us, alleluia. 

0 God, our refuge in all eternity, alleluia. 

This motet originally appeared in the 1615 Sacrae Symphoniae and the 

perforraance time is approximately 8 minutes, 55 seconds. 

There are no range problems presented in this edition. How-

ever, florid melisraas occur in several places and raay present problems 

in vocal agility. In all probability these florid sections were per-

formed originally by soloists. In the absence of competent soloists 

in the high school choir, a select ensemble could be utilized in these 

places, With this option in raind, Woodworth has suggested in paren-

thesis that the solo and duet passages be perforraed by special or 

select choirs. 
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Jubilate Deo 

The raotet "Jubilate Deo" for SSAATTBB is available in four 

editions. G. Schirraer publishes a 1950 edition by Wallace Wood-

worth and a 1902 edition by Frank Dararosch. Breitkopf and Hartel 

publish a 1961 edition by Brigitte Richter, and Moseler publishes 

a 1961 edition by Gottfried Wolters. The editions are pitched the 

sarae but eraploy differínf^ barring pattems as the only significant 

differences between editions. Woodworth and Damrosch place the bar-

lines through the staves while Richter and Wolters place the barlines 

between the staves. The text is Latin, Damrosch and Richter provid-

ing no translation, Woodworth providing an English translation and 

Wolters providing English, German and French translations. The text 

is taken frora portions of Psalms 100, 128, and 134 and is translated: 

0 be joyful in the Lord all ye lands, for the man shall be 

blessed who fears the Lord. The god of Israel, raay He join 

you, and raay He be with you. May He send you help frora His 

holy place and frora Zion. May the Lord bless you out of 

Zíon, the Lord who made heaven and earth. Serve the Lord 

with gladness. 

The structure is made up of two principal sections, each con-

taining a recurring phrase which functions as a ritornello. Part I 

is in duple meter throughout and is comprised of text phrases one 

through eight. Phrases one, three, six, and eight are the ritornello 

phrases, setting the text "Jubilate Deo omnis terra" in a syllabic 

I I 
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two voice canon with varying material in the reraaining voices. The 

contrapuntal texture of this phrase is contrasted by homophonic tex-

ture in the intervening phrases, which employ antiphonal statements 

between various paired voices in phrases two and six and employ 

declaraatory iraitation in phrases four and five. 

Part II is coraprised of the final text phrase "Servite 

Doraino in latitia" repeated three tiraes. The first two words of this 

text are set in duple raeter with varying degrees of horaophonic tex-

ture. The last two words are set in triple raeter with declamatory 

iraitation. The duple stateraents eraploy different rausical material 

for each repetition while the statements in triple meter repeat the 

same raaterial sirailar to a ritomello phrase. The final nine raea-

sures, once again an extended plagal cadence following an authentic 

cadence, constitute a coda in duple raeter combining both portions 

of the final text phrase in a cliraactic tutti stateraent. The per-

formance time is approxiraately 5 rainutes, 30 seconds. 

The ranges and tessituras are generally within corafortable 

limits for high school voices. The second alto part descends to f 

on two occasions, presenting the only possible range difficulty. 

There are no complex raelisraas to be negotiated, but care raust be 

taken to achieve rhythraic precision in those instances of paired 

voices altemating rhythraic raotifs in declaraatory imitation. 

Kenton cites the earliest edition of this motet as being 

Promptuarii Musici Pars Tertia, Vol. III, published in 1613 by 
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12 
Abrahara Schade. Woodworth has erroneously stated that the original 

source was the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae. Denis Arnold's transcription 

of the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae does not include this work, but the 

1613 material by Schade has not been included to date in Arnold's 

edition thereby preventing further substantiation of Kenton's data. 

Woodworth states in the preface to his edition that he based his 

transcriptions on Winterfield's, and perhaps he accepted as fact 

Winterfield's speculation conceming a 1597 perforraance of the work. 

Winterfield cites the text as being a portion of the liturgy for 

the sacraraent of holy raatrimony. He further observes that the extra-

ordinary elaborateness of the music and the joyful and raajestic text 

suggest pefformance at an event of considerable significance. He 

speculates that such an event raight well have been the raarriage of 

Doge Morosini and subsequent coronation of the dogess in 1597, an 

event duplicated only twice in the preceding 150 years. Because of 

this special occasion, Winterfield concludes, only a few copies were 

originally printed, none of which survived to the present. The 

reprint appearing in the 1613 edition by Schade is now the earliest 

existing source. 

Lieto Godea 

The madrigal "Lieto Godea" for two SATB choirs is available 

from two sources. Maynard Klein has edited the work published by 

12 
Kenton, op̂ . cit. , p. 294. 
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G. Schirmer, and Abrahara Kaplan has edited the one published by Alcx-

ander Broude. This madrigal has a secular Italian text which Klein 

has translated as follows: 

Joy fills my heart when thou art near me as April's gentle 

breezes sweetly whispering tells of our love. Cupid with 

deadly aira has pierced my heart with ara'rous shafts. The 

winged one with deadly arrow wounds me, Ah, woe is rae! 

Sad now ara I, Cold death is ever nigh, 'less raerriment 

release ray longing sigh, ah, woe! 

Both editions have the English translation adapted to permit perform-

ance in either Italian or English, and performance tirae is approxi-

mately 2 rainutes. 

Magnificat 

The raotet "Magnificat" is set for twelve parts in three choirs, 

voices being distributed as follows: SSAT/ATBB/TTBB. Performance time 

is approximately 4 minutes. The publisher is Schott Sohne of Mainz, 

Germany, but no editor is listed. The text is Latin and is translated: 

My soul doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced 

in God my Saviour. For He hath regarded the low estate of his 

handmaiden: for behold, frora henceforth all generations shall 

call rae blessed. For He that is raighty hath done to rae great 

things; and holy is His name. And His mercy is on thera that 

fear hira from generation to generation. He hath showed 

strength with his arra; He hath scattered the proud in the 

iraagination of their hearts. He hath put down the mighty 
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frora their seats, and exalted thera of low degree. He hath 

filled the hungry with good things; and the rich He hath 

sent away erapty. He hath helped His servant Israel, in 

rerabrance of His raercy. Glory be to the Father, and to 

the Son and to the Holy Ghost. As it was in the beginning, 

is now and ever shall be, world without end, amen. 

This motet originally appeared in the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae. 

Because of the low range in the bass part of choir III, instrumental 

doubling is required for performance by high school choirs. 

Nunc Dimittis 

The motet "Nunc Dimittis" is set for fourteen voices in three 

choirs with the voice distribution SSAAB/STTB/ATTBB. The performance 

time is approximately 4 minutes. The publisher is Schott Sôhne, and 

the editor is not listed. The Latin text is that of a canticle for 

compline and is translated: 

Lord now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace; according 

to Thy word. For mine eyes have seen Thy salvation, which 

Thou hast prepared, before the face of all people, to be a 

light to lighten the Gentiles and to be the glory of Thy 

people Israel. Glory be to the Father and to the Son, and 

to the Holy Ghost. As it was in the beginning, is now and 

13 
ever shall be, world without end, Amen. 

13 
Translation taken from Vanguard recording SRV-281, 

"Giovanni Gabrieli: Processional and Ceremonial Music." 
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The texture is priraarily homophonic with succeeding phrases being 

altemated between choirs or combination of choirs. The first sec-

tion in duple raeter has overlapping phrases and only an occasional 

raelisma. The second and raore joyous section is the setting of the 

Gloria Patri in triple raeter, with raore frequent raelisraas, and in a 

denser texture brought about by raore rapid altemation between choirs , 

since the shorter phrases are overlapped. Instruraental doubling is 

required for the second bass part in choir III, and in measures 64 

and 66 florid melisraas occur in the second alto part of choir I. 

9. Do"̂ it̂ 6 Jesu Christe 

The eight-part raotet "0 Doraine Jesu Christe" is set for two 

choirs, SSAB/ATTB. The perforraance tirae is approximately 4 minutes, 

30 seconds. It is edited by Eberhard Hoffman and published by 

Hanssler of Stuttgart, Germany. This motet originally appeared in 

the 1597 Sacrae Syraphoniae and its Latin text is translated: 

0 Lord Jesus Christ, I worship Thee, wounded on the cross , 

gall and vinegar on Thy lips, I beseech Thee that Thy 

wounds raay bring rederaption to ray soul. 

The chief interest in this work is achieved by contrasting the long 

note motif of the first section with the short-note motif of the 

second section. The ranges are suitable for high school choirs 

with or without instrumental doubling. 

Translation frora Vanguard recording SRV-281, "Giovanni 
Gabrieli: Processional and Cereraonial Music." 
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lO Jesu me dulcissirae 

The raotet "0 Jesu rae dulcissirae" for eight parts in two choirs, 

SATB/SATB, originally appeared in the 1615 Sacrae Symphoniae. The per-

forraance time is approximately 7 rainutes, 15 seconds. The current 

edition is published by G. Schirraer and edited by Woodworth. The 

Latin text is translated: 

0 ray dearest Jesus, I worship thee, born in a poor stable. 

0 most beloved child, I worship Thee, lying in the manger. 

0 Christ, king raost holy, we worship Thee, sleeping in the 

straw, shining in the heavens. 0 behold the love of God, 

0 raatchless love! Christ is given us by the Father, 

Jesus was born of the Virgin Mother; 0 because Thou art 

the son of God, we worship Thee, huraankind, and reverence 

Thee in the heavens. 

This motet particularly deraonstrates Gabrieli's use of expressive tech-

niques. The opening raotif sets the phrase "0 Jesu rae dulcissime" by 

contrasting an initial sustained note with the subsequent four-note 

pattern of dotted eighths and sixteenths, as can be seen in Figure 3. 

Following a highly iraitative and rhythraically coraplex cadence in raea-

sures 24-27, the phrase "0 Christ, king raost holy" is set in eight-part 

block chords with florid raelismas occurring in the bass part of choir I 

and the alto part of choir II, creating a raost striking, grandiose 

stateraent. Throughout this work occur exaraples of rapid alternations 

Translation taken frora Vanguard recording SRV-281, "Giovanni 
Gabrieli: Processional and Cereraonial Music." 
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between choirs, declaraatory iraitation, and highly coraplex cadential 

textures. The ranges are suitable for high school choirs and the 

complex textures present a definite but not insurmountable challenge. 

Ô  magnura mysterium 

The motet "0 raagnura raysterium" for two choirs, SATB/ATBB, first 

appeared in the 1587 Concerti and has a Latin text which is taken from 

a responsory for Matins at Nativity. It is translated: 

0 greatest of mysteries, 0 raost wonderful sacrament, so 

that all creatures could gaze upon Jesus as He lay in the 

manger; Blessed Virgin whose womb was deemed worthy of 

bearing Christ, the Lord Jesus, alleluia. 

Two editions of this work are available. Theodore Presser publishes 

the edition by George Lynn, and Tetra Music Corporation publis ied the 

edition by Louis Clayson. Both editions are essentially the same, 

and the raotet is characteristic of a Renaissance motet with entire 

phrases alternated between choirs in a highly imitative manner. The 

first section is set in duple raeter, and the final section is the 

alleluia set in triple raeter. The performance time is approximately 

A minutes, 50 seconds. 

Omnes Gentes Plaudite 

The sixteen-part motet "Oranes Gentes Plaudite" is set for four 

choirs with the following voice distribution: SSAT/SATB/ATBB/SATB. 

1 6 
English translation by Kurt Stone as printed in the Clayson 

edition. 
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The Latin text is taken frora Psalra 47 and is translated: 

0 clap your hands, all you nations ; shout to God with the 

voice of triuraph. For God is fearful and exalted over the 

earth. He lays the nations prostrate beneath us, and the 

people are laid under our feet. He chose our inheritance 

for us, the sonship of Jacob, whora he loved. God has gone 

up with shouts of acclamation and the Lord has gone up with 

the fanfare of trumpets, alleluia. 

This work originally appeared in the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae and is 

currently available from Peters, edited by Winter, as v/ell as from 

Schott Sohne. Because of the low range of choir IV, instrumental 

doubling is necessary for perforraance on the high school level. The 

approxiraate performance time is 4 minutes, 30 seconds. 

Plaudite oranes terra 

The raotet "Plaudite omnes terra" for twelve parts is set in 

three choirs , SSAT/SATB/ATBB. The performance time is approximately 

3 minutes, 20 seconds. Its Latin text is taken from portions of 

Psalras 66, 67, and 68, and is translated: 

Make a joyful noise unto God, all ye lands, alleluia. 

Let the people praise thee, 0 God; let all the people 

praise thee. For God was raerciful unto us, alleluia. 

He hath led captivity captivê .í̂ i;̂ élt̂ %]Jc.'. Wonderful and 

17 
glorious forever and ever, alleluia. 

This English translation is given in the preface to 
Winter's edition. 
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This work originally appeared in the 1597 Sacrae Syr.phoniae and is 

currently published by Peters , edited by Winter. The opening phrase 

is stated once in each choir in overlapping entrances followed by a 

tutti stateraent in each choir of "Jubilate Deo omnis terra." The 

opening statement, according to Kenton, was originally sung by 

soloists followed by the full choir. This same treatraent could be 

perforraed on the high school level by soloists or a sraall ensemble 

in each choir, the effect heightened by spatial separation. The 

form of this raotet is based on three sections for four text lines 

set in duple raeter followed by a concluding alleluia set in triple 

raeter. The setting provides a contrast of homophony to declaraatory 

iraitation and of various voice corabinations. 

Signor le tue raon - Vergine il cui figliol 

The two raadrigals "Signor le tue mon" and "Vergine il cui 

figliol" are both edited by Egon Kenton and published by G. Schirmer 

under the title "Two madrigals frora 'Musica Spirituale.'" These two 

madrigals first appeared in 1586, in a collection entitled Musica 

Spirituale. Both works are SAATB and have Italian texts. Willis 

Wagner has provided an adapted English translation for both works 

enabling perforraance in either Italian or English. These transla-

tions read as follows: 

"Signor le tue raon" 

0 Lord, with hands so holy, what love so raild yet burning 

prorapted Thy serving these, Thy servants lowly! 0 Thou 
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who made the heavens, a raortal veil not spurning, renew 

Thou Thy work started, cleanse Thou ray heart that I frora 

sin be parted. 

"Vergine il cui figliol" 

Virgin raild whose own dear Son in glory ascended to 

heaven above, whence He had for us raortals, as man on 

earth attended. Ah, Lady grant me that I may follow, 

flying, where he has gone, even through heaven's portals. 

Both works are set polyphonically. The first madrigal is set prin-

cipally in free polyphony with an occasional phrase or portion of a 

phrase having all but one voice homophonically set and creating 

rhythmic dissonance with the reraaining voice which moves independ-

ently. The second madrigal's texture emphasizes contrasts between 

varying voice pairings. There is text painting in both works, for 

exaraple, rapid eighth note raelisraas on words such as "fly," and 

"buming," and descending chroraatic intervals on the word "lowly." 

No vocal probleras are presented in this edition and approximate 

perforraance tirae for each work is 1 rainute, 45 seconds. 

Surrexit Christus 

The raotet "Surrexit Christus" for eleven parts with Latin 

text is edited by Panloleoni and published by G. Schirmer. The 

publisher was unable to provide a copy and gave no reasons. The 

work first appeared in the 1615 Sacrae Symphoniae. 
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Tiraor et treraor 

The raotet "Tiraor et treraor" for six parts is edited by Gries-

bacher and published by Pustet of Regensburg. It first appeared in 

the 1615 Sacrae Syraphoniae. 

Virtute raagna 

The motet "Virtute magna" is set for twelve parts in two 

choirs with the following voice distribution: SABBBB/SATTBB. It 

originally appeared in the 1597 Sacrae Symphoniae and is currently 

published by Schott Sohne. The text is nonliturgical Latin which 

Kenton speculates was written for coraraemoration of St. Mark. The 

text is roughly translated: 

The evangelist Mark has labored virtuously in the eyes of 

the Lord. In honor of the saint a festival is celebrated 

for the earth is filled with his teaching and glistens with 

his righteous example, alleluia. This solemn occasion is 

celebrated because he has triumphantly and courageously com-

pleted his pilgrimage and has raerited frora the Lord's hand 

a crown of victory, alleluia. 

The horaophonic texture with occasional melismas and overlapping 

phrases create a festive effect, and the approximate perforraance 

time is 4 rainutes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In recognition of the increasing interest in early Baroque 

choral rausic and Venetian polychoral rausic, in particular, this 

paper has attempted to provide an insight into historical facts 

surrounding the Venetian polychoral music of Giovanni Gabrieli. To 

further an understanding of Gabrieli's choral rausic, generalizations 

have been made concerning his musical style and choral techniques. 

To assist in a possible rediscovery of these works, especially those 

available only frora foreign publishers , a listing has been made of 

those works known to be available in octavo form. Those works 

selected for detailed comraents have demonstrated their suitability 

for high school choirs and the exciting perforraance possibilities 

afforded by raultiple choirs eraploying spatial separation and doubl-

ing of instruments on the voice parts. 

With the growing interest in older music as demonstrated by 

broad based popular support for annual festivals specializing in 

works of various early composers as well as with the growing number 

of recordings of early rausic currently produced, it is hoped that 

more selections from Gabrieli's choral music will becorae available. 

It is also hoped that the rausic currently available will be widely 

and frequently perforraed by high school choirs, church choirs, and 

others. This music is worthy of increased attention and represents 

a significant and relatively unexplored portion of the choral reper-

tory. 
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